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Picnics indeed provide a valuable bonding time for everyone! For many, by the time

Monday rolls around, a feeling of anxiety sets in, but for the students and the staff of

standard IV and V, the days as mundane as Monday or Wednesday turned out to be one

that were full of excitement at its zenith. The 30th as well as the 25th of January,2023

were enthralling, much awaited and finally a rejuvenating break from academics for

Classes IV and V respectively.

Mauli Adventure World situated at Maval, Hinjewadi was an experience which gave each

one of us a chance to step into a beautiful, scenic, and calm but adventurous world

especially after the pandemic.

The students lined up with their teachers in the stilt area of building B4 at 8:00 a.m. on

this pleasant morning. Our Supervisor, Mrs M Fernandes blessed the children by evoking

the blessing of the Lord and wished them a safe journey. Children and teachers boarded

the buses allotted and departed for the venue with cheer and enthusiasm along with

many volunteers from Team Adventure.

The one-and-a-half-hour journey to the venue was filled with laughter, music, some hip

shaking and a lot of snacks which pepped up the spirit even more.

After reaching the venue, each of us got a chance to be one with nature and we were all

welcomed to a sumptuous breakfast. No sooner did we complete our breakfast, then the

students lined up for various activities like rain dance, tractor ride, train ride, different

recreational activities and the wonderful magic and puppet show. The activities filled the

air with joy and enthusiasm that we didn’t realise how time swept by and we were ready

for lunch.

Lunch too was an enjoyable time as once again the taste buds were tickled to the core.

Some relaxation and pack up time post lunch helped all not only to digest the appetizing

food eaten but also strengthened the bond with each other.

Soon we lined up to board our buses before which we were served snacks once again.

Our bags were filled with goodies!

Our return journey etched the sweet memories of Mauli Adventure World in our hearts

and minds.
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“We learn best in moments of enjoyment”.



“Have fun! Live it up! Be happy! Enjoy every moment!”


